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Terravecchia

Presentation
By Mauro Santoro
Mayor of Terravecchia (Cs)

It is with pride that I present this second edition,
revised and correct, of the tourist guide of Terravecchia. Our country is not a bathing centre,
nor properly mountainous, for many it has not its
own tourist vocation; nothing more of mistake.
Terravecchia can be the aim of another tourism, not
those of the mass or the noisy one of the discotheques;
we have all the features for the slow tourism, those
who are looking for and has a different mode to travel
and find unusual places. We can offer itineraries of
archaeology, spirituality, and naturalistic beauty and
also enogastronomic; our town can be the base for
hiking or in bike and then the foreigner’s welcome is
ours winning card. Whoever comes to Terravecchia
Turismo lento, well known with the English
terminology “Slow tourism”, is a new type of holiday,
suitable for who wants to unplug the agitation of
everyday life. This tourism favors activities linked
to nature, the respect for the landscape and of
the environment, within green parks and oases;
activities like birdwatching, trails on slopes bicycles
and river itineraries on board of canoes, resources
of zero impact on the environment. A knowledge
of territory that does not include consumption and
exploitation, but a quiet dive into charming and
picturesque places. The Slow tourism offers tasty
itineraries to the greediest people: routes among
the excellence of food and wine, in Calabria they do
not miss, and make the stay relaxing and pleasant.
It does not matter the goal, but the attitude with
which to start: enjoy a bit of healthy and sweet
doing nothing, and throw away, at least for a couple
of days, clock and cell phone.
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immediately knows that is not a tourist but a
welcome guest soon or later will come back between
us. This is not the first time my Administration
collaborates with the cultural institute of Universitas
Vivariensis. We had the honour in August 2008 to
host the eighth edition of the Prize Cassiodorus.
We opened on November 12th 2009 at the State
Archives of Cosenza the review We know the towns of
the Province of Cosenza and in May
2016 we have been invited, at the
stand of Calabria Region, at the
International Fair Book in Turin.
Terravecchia needs to show to
others what it has got; but at
the same time to solicit the own
TERRAVECCHIA inhabitants to have conscience of
the value of our identity.
What we are, in part, we have
inherited by our fathers, if we
will make synergy we can do
more; pass to our children a more
believable witness, more incisive
than ours existence, and what we
have got of more exclusive: our
country.
The first copies of the tourist
guide Terravecchia the land of
International Fair
infinity will symbolically delivered
Book in Turin, May
to young people and to emigrants,
2016. The Mayor
which can be so Ambassadors of
of Terravecchia
Mauro Santoro,
Terravecchia in the places where
with the publisher
they live. The infinite, beyond
Demetrio Guzzardi
the horizon that you can scan by
and the president
our cocoon, is the best way to
of the Regional
Council of Calabria
everyone how to know about our
Nicola Irto.
way of life.
Archivio
di Stato
Cosenza

associazione culturale

primo appuntamento
con il comune di

Giovedì 12 novembre 2009 ore 18 - 20

COSENZA SALA CONVEGNI ARCHIVIO DI STATO
ingresso nei pressi chiesa di San Francesco di Paola - corso Plebiscito
INTERVENGONO

il sindaco Mauro Santoro, il direttore dell’Archivio di Stato Anna M. Letizia Fazio
l’editore Demetrio Guzzardi - la presidente dell’associazione Xenìa Gabriella Coscarella
Associazione di volontariato

LA BOTTEGA DEGLI HOBBIES
368.7450451 - 340.8704058

Salumi le nostre specialità

PASTICCERIA
ARTIGIANALE

Cosenza, via Pasquale Rossi, 72-78

SPARANO

• SOSTEGNO

ALLE FAMIGLIE

• AIUTO AI MALATI
ONCOLOGICI

• ATTIVITÀ

ARTISTICHE

Forniture per: comunità,
case di cura, alberghi e ristoranti
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BELLE ARTI - DECOUPAGE
STAMPE - CORNICI

Commenda, via della Resistenza 140

Dolci locali tipici

Piazza Zumbini, 29
Cosenza

Terravecchia

A country of a thousand souls

The town of Terravecchia was built in the Medieval
era, in an area already inhabited, but repopulated
by many people, because of the unhealthy of the sea
areas and for fear of Saracen raids, they left their
homes to take refuge in places not easily reachable
by the predators coming from the sea. Even today,
for expressing a great fear is said: “Mamma li Turchi”
(Mum Turks are coming).
The land mark Land Veterj indicates the old land, to
distinguish it from the new place where it had been
built the town of Cariati. The first reliable news
documented dates back to 1474 when King Ferrante
of Aragon (the Neapolitan sovereign to whom St.
Francis of Paola broke the gold coins he wanted
to give him, and from which blood came out) gave
To see it with the eyes of a traveller, for the first time,
the centre of Terravecchia appears as a suggestive
painting. In the picture, a Mauro Benvenuto’s work
exposed in the Mayor’s room.
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Cariati and the agro of Terra Vecchia to Geronimo De
Riario, pope’s nephew Sixtus IV, then the property
was sold in July 1482, to Geronimo Sanseverino
prince of Bisignano, but after just four years, he
sold to Sarno’s count Francesco Coppola, who
immediately lost the feud for having participated in
the Second Baron Conspiracy against the Aragonese.
Cariati, and also Terravecchia, in 1497 was yield to
the nephew of the new pope Alessandro VI (Borgia),
but eight years later, 1505, lands, men and beasts
were donated to Giovanbattista Spinelli, a very faithful to Ferdinand
the Catholic and all over the Spanish
crown. At the death of the feudal lord
(1551), the inheritance went to her
daughter Francesca, who in 1565
married his cousin Scipione, Duke
of Seminara (RC), bringing them in
dowry the entire feudal property.
The branch of the Spinelli of Seminara with a
cheerful and disinterested management brought to
the economic disruption of family finances.
The entire Cariatese County, including Terravecchia,
was auctioned and bought for 73,000 ducats by
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Carlo, father of Scipio. The Duke redeemed the
honour of the Family and on 15th November 1565
the Sovereign Philip II of Spain granted to Cariati,
with its cities, the lands, houses, men, vassals, valets
and in its state, the privilege of the title of Principality,
which the Spinelli family kept in perpetual.
Since its foundation, Terravecchia has gained the
elevation Institutional of Università, which means
autonomy in Municipal administration. In 1664,
the mayor of the town was Marco Pignola and the
representatives decurions: Francesco Faragò, Giovan
Geronimo Venneri and Filomeno Pismataro.
In May 1698, for a substantial sum of money, Prince
Antonio Spinelli, or Carlo Filippantonio, sold the
possession and feudal rents, in addition to the
jurisdictional power of Cariati and Terravecchia to
the future prince of Campana, Bartolo Sanbiase who
maintained the administration of the two towns
until the feudal evolution.
With the advent of French domination, it began
an administrative reorganization of the kingdom.
With the implementation of the new organizational
system Municipalities and districts, in 1807 Terravecchia lost the autonomy exercised until that
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moment as University and from January 1808 it
was united to Cariati as a ward. Forced unification
was endured with discomfort by the Terravecchia
inhabitants which, convinced of their social and
cultural specificity, continued petitions to regain
autonomy. In the periodic sheet n. 8 of the Prefecture
of Cosenza we find the news that: “at the session of
the administrative elections held on June 8, 1882, in
the Terravecchia district there were no votes due to
the lack of voters”. On April 14, 1921, it marked the
beginning of the administrative decree that led to the
final separation from Cariati by the promulgation
of law n. 425, published in Official Journal n. 99
of the Kingdom of Italy. The Royal Decree of 24th
September 1923, published in the Journal of 8th
November 1923, n. 262, was the act that sanctioned
the definitive autonomy of the country. In the
spring of 1924, the “terravecchiesi” (Terravecchia
inhabitants) were the first administration led by
Mayor Cesare Tursi. In the last few years of the
nineteenth century, many of its inhabitants began
to look for fortunes in the Americas and in the mid1950s, when “the road to Germany opened”, many
“terravecchiesi” emigrated to German land (Hagen,
Waiblingen and Dortmund) looking for a work . At
present, the resident population is 900 inhabitants,
and like all small hills, Terravecchia is also facing a
decline in birth rates, which also causes the economic
and financial crisis of Italy.
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How to get to Terravecchia
The nearest airport is
Sant’Anna in Crotone, 70
km away, while Lamezia
Terme International Airport is 160 km away. By
train, the nearest train
station is Cariati Marina.
By car: Highway A2 Salerno-Reggio Calabria,
exit Sibari and continue
on the Strada Statale 106
to Cariati Marina, then
8 km of the panoramic
road SP 260, winding up with curvy bends along
the lively hilltop terraces, finally leads to the Sila
plateau.
From Cosenza coach station (lane 15) there are
coaches to Terravecchia daily.
From Rome, Simet coaches take you to Cariati, as
well as coaches to and from Germany.
The inhabited area situated on a hillside in
a dominant position over the rest of the surrounding area and stretches along the NorthSouth rocky dorsal culminating in Via Castello.
In this place, still efficient in 1591, as the same
name indicates, the castle of Terravecchia
stood majestically on a rocky promontory
with a wide view of the Ionian Sea and the
coast. It was a manor house of the feudal lord
whose ruins were still visible at the end of the
eighteenth century.
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The Archaeological Park of Pruija
At an altitude of 3 km from the town of Terravecchia,
in a dominant position on the course of the River
Hylias, today’s river Nicà, there is the interesting
archaeological site of Pruija with fortified Brittany
fortifications (IV-III century BC). Recent excavations
have brought to light a part of an imposing wall,
persistent for about 450 m long and 1.60 m wide,
with a circular observation
tower of 7.65 m in extern
diameter. In the same wall,
there is another tower
that fortifies the north
slope with a diameter of 9
meters. The fortification
system served to defend
the southern and northern
slopes of the plateau. During
the visit, you can admire the
emerging wall, the towers
and foundations of some
buildings, built with stones and large unprocessed
river coves but carefully selected and drywalls
made. The French historian, François Lenormant,
suggested that it could be the site of the mythical
town of Chone, capital city of Italics Coni.
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For guided tours to
Pruija in the town
of Terravecchia
tel. +39.0983.97013

But who were the Bretti
A people of farmers and also
warriors who defended their
cities, worked clay and ceramics
to get the tools of daily living.
They had knowledge of shaping
silver and coinage.
In Cosenza (Consentia was the
capital city of Bretti) it is possible
to visit the rich museum of Bretti
and Enotri (tel. +39.0984.23303).

the land of infinity
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In the Salto district at Cariati Marina
the Brettia room tomb
A few steps away from Pruija, a tomb has been found
in the Salto district (to visit it follow the tourist
insignia in Cariati Marina), which archaeologists
dated 330 BC. The tomb hosted an important
character of the Brettish community,
which is evident from the fresco
found, from furnishings (anphoras
and statues) and warrior armor.
The funeral furniture is preserved
and displayed in a large theca in the
National Archaeological Museum
of Sibari (tel. +39.0981.794869;
+39.0981.79166).
One of the archaeological finds in
Cariati lands in 2004 was chosen
by the Sibari Museum for a major
exhibition on Magna Graecia during
the Athens Olympics.
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The town of the winds
If you live on a cobweb, you must
also live with the air currents,
infact Terravecchia has entered
into a covenant with Eolo, the god
of the winds. There are many and
varied airborne perturbations that
pass from Terravecchia and it is
easy to recognize them.
If we are in the cold season and the
wind blows from the Northeast (from the sea) is the
Grecale (from the late Graecalis, of the Greeks); if it
comes from the north-west it is the Maestrale (as
master the main wind) and is one of the predominant
winds on the Mediterranean. The Tramontana
(from the Latin trans montanus, beyond the
mountains, not to be confused with the setting of the
sun) is a cold, often violent wind blowing from the
North and in winter it invests all of our peninsula.
And then the Levant (coming from the East), which
can cause agitated sea, and the Ponente (from the
West), a wind that generally sparks in the summer.
There are, however, two more winds coming from
Africa: Scirocco (from Shuluq, southern wind),
which borns hot in the Sahara desert and is damp
with moisture on the Mediterranean, coming wet
and violent in Europe, and Libeccio (From Libycos,
coming from Libya), blowing from the southwest,
is present in all seasons and is very impetuous. The
Ostro spirals from South (from the Latin auster,
southern wind) also called the Wind of Mezzogiorno,
is often confused with Libeccio and Scirocco, because
they also spin from the southern dials.
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The Littirena pine forest
Littirena is a well-equipped pine forest, extending
over 100 hectares. It is located on the west side of
the village, near the Provincial Road that leads to
Scala Coeli from Terravecchia. Until the 1970s the
soil was covered by a vast vegetation and used as
pasture for animals: cows, goats and sheep; then
the Bonifica Consortium has planted pines and now
everyone can enjoy the coolness of this oasis to make
a nice picnic in the open air, with tables and grills for
barbecues. In the summer months, Littirena is the
destination of tourists who spend the holidays in
the most renowned Ionian resorts and find a silano
landscape within walking distance.
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Verro is a typical Mediterranean scrub forest, to lovers
that especially love nature.
Listen to the cynical of the
birds, follow the animals
traces, see the sun rays
coming out from the trees
branches, feel the scent of
the earth, harvest and eat
its fruits is a unique and
unimaginable experience.
Near the Sanctuary of Santa
Maria, there is a waterfall
and a cave that remembers
the sheltering of primitive
men, the adventure is just
in arriving, but it is worth
it. The silence of the forest
is broken only by the wind
and by the flow of water.

OFFICIAL PLANTS
From April to October there are many who do
not deny making walks for Terravecchia hills
to search for officinal herbs and
aromatic plants.
Wild fennel, laurel, oregano, mint,
chamomile, malva, rosemary, sage
and many other plants grow in
abundance in our territory and
especially during the long summer
days can be collected to use them both in the
kitchen, to prepare effective natural therapeutic
remedies.
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The freedom tree
In 1799 during the Parthian Republic wanted by the
Jacobins, in the municipalities that had adhered to
the new enlightenment ideas, against the Bourbon
monarchy, in the main
squares was planted a
tree of freedom, symbol
of a civil rebirth of the
populations.
Cardinal Fabrizio Ruffo’s
sanfedian armies, who
returned the order and
handed the Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies to
Ferdinand of Bourbon,
after have arrested the
leaders of the revolution,
burnt or cut off the small
trees that had been
planted, as a warning
not to take roots to
Republican ideals.
Even in Terravecchia the
freedom tree was planted, a small elm, but when
the followers of the restoration passed from Cariati
and Terravecchia they forgot to eradicate the plant,
a symbol of new democratic ideas.
Now the big elm, which is about to be over 220 years
old, is here to cool summer to the “terravecchiesi”
that sit in the square. For tourists it is a symbol to
capture with a photo to show to friends. The trunk
has a diameter of 80 cm, while the hairline extends
for about 15 meters.
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The large olm planted in the Terravecchia People’s Square.

At Terravecchia they hold to their olm and when
they knew that a similar tree, that of Montepaone
in the province of Catanzaro, was considered the
only freedom tree left in Calabria, they also asked to
include this of Terravecchia among the few symbols
of the Republic Neapolitan still alive.
Dear friend olm
When we were children we embraced you
tightly tightening your circumference.
We were like flies at your comparison,
nevertheless you do not have any airs
because of your beautiful presence.
You protected us with the shadow of reassuring branches
that were opened to the sky like an umbrella
and if you do not give scented fruits or flashy flowers
you were, however, always very beautiful.
Carmine Scavello

the land of infinity
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The Church of St. Peter in vincoli
Since its founding, Terravecchia has had a parish
church, but there have been so many vicissitudes
that have distinguished it. Suffered serious injuries
during the earthquake
of April 24, 1836, some
years later it was restored
but for various errors,
the bell tower collapsed
causing serious damages
to the roof and to the
structure of the church.
In 1860 restoration was
completed, but a collapse
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SANTA CATERINA
The canvas (220x120
cm) depicts St. Catherine
of Alexandria, virgin and
martyr, recognizable
by the palm and the
toothed wheel, signs
of martyrdom. Always
in the Matrix Church is
preserved an artistic
wooden crucifix of the
seventeenth century.
While in the chapel
of the Addolorata (near
the Comune) there
is a beautiful marble
ciborium of 17th century.

of the land, on Jan. 3, 1878, made her fall from the
foundation. Neither did the appeal to the king of
Italy served to restore dignity to the Church of
Terravecchia.
The current structure was reconstructed between
1906 and 1922 with the emigrants’ offers, but in
1989 new injuries worried the worst. Thanks to
Leonardo Calabrese, benefactor of Terravecchia, was
re-opened to the cult as we see it today.

THE SOUND OF THE BELLS

In Terravecchia the time is marked by
the sound of the bells of the Matrix
Church. A light touch marks the first
15 minutes, for half an hour two ticks,
three ticks for 45 minutes. The hours,
however, are rhythmically beaten by
the bell “San Pietro”, which beats so many times
(maximum 12) depending on the time.
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SACRE FUNCTION SCHEDULES
Like all Catholic churches also in the Terravecchia
matrix church, sacred functions take place every
day. On weekdays, the Mass is celebrated at
8.30 am, while during the festivities the priest
officiates the Eucharist at 11.00. Another daily
function is the recitation of the rosary, the marian
practice that older women are very dedicated to.
And then the triduums of preparation for the
most important festivals of the liturgical year.
Significant also the functions of Christmas and
those of the Easter week preceding Easter.
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The Sanctuary of Santa Maria
The great feast of Tuesday after Easter
The most important religious recurrence for Terravecchia is Tuesday after Easter, the day when
commemorates the victory of
good on evil. Our Lady of the
Carmine is traditionally linked
to the cult of purgatory souls
and Sabatine privilege (“who
carries with the faith the
scapular will be in Paradise
on the first Saturday”).
In Terravecchia there is a
strange iconography that
remembers the episode of
St. George while killing the
dragon-monster devouring
innocent souls.

BISHOP’S DECREE

The faithful of Terravecchia
have always called the church
of Santa Maria with the title
of Sanctuary; but there had
never been a pronouncement
of ecclesiastical authority.
On June 22, 2011 the
archbishop of Rossano-Cariati mons. Santo Marcianò,
with his decree, elevated the
rural church to a diocesan
Sanctuary.
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Archbishop Luigi Renzo, current bishop of MiletoNicotera-Tropea, found a historical note that in the
first half of the sixteenth century Terravecchia had
a small church dedicated to the holy warrior. On
Tuesday after Easter, for almost two kilometres, from
the matrix to the rural church of Santa Maria, the
simulacrum of the Virgin of Carmel, a valuable statue
of the seventeenth century, is
brought on shoulders.
The last stretch of the procession
is very spectacular: from the
main road, you descend on a
steep trail in the form of M (the
name of the Mother of God, Mary
of Nazareth); once at the sacred
place, after the Mass, the party
can begin artificial fires, songs,
dances, and great outings. In the
following days, from Wednesday to Saturday, many
people go on foot to pray to the Virgin and Sunday in
albis again all in procession to bring the statue back
to the Matrix Church. The Sanctuary is frequented
during the month of May for the rosary.
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Tradition tells us that in an unhealthy nest, near
Terravecchia, there was a monster (a dragonshaped snake) that terrorized the population by
killing the children of the town.
Everyone was frightened and helpless, but their
great faith in the Virgin of Carmel saved them;
in fact, on Tuesday after Easter, the Madonna
with the Baby Jesus in her arms, appeared in the
sky and with a spear slashed the snake’s belly,
releasing the last innocent victim. Since then,
every year, the public thanksgiving of the people
of Terravecchia has been repeated for the release
of the terrible scourge.
There is someone who says that he has seen
many times in the area a patchy snake (popularly
called Cesarazzu viper) of 70-80 cm, with his
head similar to that of a dog.
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Against the ’ndrangheta
During the opening ceremony celebration for the
nineteenth anniversary of administrative autonomy
held on April 14, 2011, Salvatore Magarò, the
president of the regional commission against the
’ndrangheta handed
over to the mayor of
Terravecchia Mauro
Santoro, the plate on
which it is written:
“Here the ’ndrangheta
does not enter.
Calabrian towns repel
the mafia in all its
forms.” The town of
Terravecchia was the
first town in Calabria
to place its seat here in the heart of this important
testimony of a better Calabria.

We are the most tricolor town

To solemnize the 150th
anniversary of the
Unification of Italy, the
Comune of Terravecchia
has decided to affix a
tricolor flag sticker on
all the 126 plates that
indicate the names of the streets. A simple,
but effective way to refresh the desire of the
“terravecchiesi” to feel like brothers in Italy.
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The monument to the fallen
In the 1920s, on the wave of victory
over Austria and Hungary, a great
patriotism feeling inspired Italian
municipalities to erect a monument
to the fallen of the Great War.
Terravecchia also wanted to honor his young dead
children for the homeland. Each year, on November
4th, the ritual of those who read aloud, the names
of the soldiers who died in combat, is repeated and
everyone else responds: “Present.” This is a watch
for the new generations to emphasize that war is
just and always destruction.
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The municipal coat of arms
On the coat of arms of the municipality of Terravecchia
is represented a tower on three hills with a staring
star to the side. It represents the ancient watchtower,
of which there are no leftovers, surely located in
the highest part of
the town, which is
still called today u
castellu (the castle).
Over the centuries,
the guard towers
became the best
defensive system to
alert the populations
of the arrival of the
Saracens, the idea
was of Don Pedro of
Toledo and in 1541,
they were built at
different panoramic
points of Calabria.
In 1929, an Arab
mapping was found in
Istanbul, designed by
the Turkish admiral
Piri Re’is, where all the observation missions of the
Aragonese along the coasts are clearly reported.
In the municipal coat of arms there is also the
presence of water, certainly a reminder to the
ancient river Hylias, the current River Nicà. Its
mouth divided the territory of the Sibaritides from
that of the Crotonians, and from the hills of Pruija
of Terravecchia could easily dominate the territory.
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In the STEAM: you can see the sky, the red tower, the
black bricks, bowed to the guelph of four, closed by
the same, founded on the mountain of three hills, of
green, it is based on the blue campaign, fluctuating
in silver; the tower in the right hand of the golden
comet’s head, formed by the five-rays star with the
waving tail downwards.

BANNER: red drape, richly embroidered with silver
and loaded from the coat of arms above described
with the central silver inscription, bearing the name
of the Municipality. Metal parts and silver cords. The
vertical shaft covered with red velvet, with silver
bullets placed in a spiral. In the arrow, the coat of
arms of the Municipality and the stem incised the
name. Tie with tricolour ribbons of national colours
and silver fringe (Decree of the President of the
Republic of 21th June 2010).

THE MUNICIPAL LIBRARY

Although it is a small town, Terravecchia
has a municipal library with 6,000 volumes.
Year after year, it increases new books, with
particular attention being paid to the books on
Calabrian culture and to those on local history
and traditions.
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The spectacle of the rising sun
Terravecchia has really unique views, some have
wanted to define our town as a “terrace on the
sea”, where the look is lost in the infinite horizon.
Perhaps this is why our cocoon was populated, to
see easier the people coming from the sea. There
is no better place to watch the sun rise; a show
that at least once in a lifetime
deserves to be admired… just
do not be lazy. You have to
wake up early in the morning,
for example in summer at 4.30
pm, look to the sea and in a few
minutes, the miracle of sunrise
is realized. How many colours,
how many emotions you can
try to observe on the horizon
a small red sign and then see
it grow to become the bright
light we know. From dawn to
dawn, sunshine becomes the
source of light that radiates on
the Ionian Sea. Pruija, the name
of the archaeological site of our
municipality, means the dawn
rising. This is only possible
on the Ionian Sea, because on
the Tyrrhenian Sea you can
see the sunset, a huge red disc
in a few minutes hides in the
sea. In Terravecchia, however,
the sun disappears behind the
mountains of the Sila Greca.
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Terravecchiese gastronomy
The traditional specialties of terravecchiese gourmet
are many and very good. It begins with the bread
that – until a few years
ago – was cooked in some
ovens of the town; it was a
party baking once a week.
A real art is the preparation
of preserves; during the
summer, the foods that
they serve during the long
and cold winter season are
collected and prepared.
The aubergines cut at julien, preserved in oil and
chillies, called skipeci in dialect, and then the paprika
(pipicornu) to aromatize sausages and sardines.
The olives in brine and those stuffed ara conza are
left to spring with water and salt.
Not forgetting the dairy products
such as caciocavallo and typical
sciuncata, which is a soft cheese
with an acidic flavour; and then
the ricotta, hot and even smoked.
However, the king of gastronomy
is the pig and many specialties of
his meat.
Of the pig nothing is thrown and
everything becomes eatable,
from the bloody sanguinaccio
(yesterday’s Nutella), to the suzo, to the cotiche; the
guts become the container for sausages (sausage,
suppressed, capicollo, etc.).
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Mediterranean Trinity:
Oil, Wine and Bread our food excellence
There are many who want to know the olive
cultivation process. After harvesting the fruit, from
the plant or from the nets (the olive must never
touch the ground) it is washed in a bathtub, crushed
and squeezed; nowdays sophisticated machines
separate the water from the yellow oil, which is why
it is called vegetable gold. In Terravecchia there are
many crushers that in the autumn months work at
full speed for milling olive trees. An appointment not
to be missed for those who love
the ancient traditions and the
genuine tastes of our land.
The beauty of the landscape
changes with the changing of
seasons, and the fruits that our
Mother Nature reserves us are
the right reward for the great
effort of field workers. Spending
one or more days on farms in our town, or with calf,
sheep, goat and pig farmers is a unique experience
to enjoy and also appreciate the genuine and natural
products.
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The recipes
In Terravecchia, for solemnizing the festivities, they
prepare very good cakes. At Christmas you can not
miss the crustuli and the fusilli, while at Easter there
is u piccellatu with egg and the squaratelli.
Every occasion is good to be together cheerfully
and then they fry the
cullurelli, which always
make a great party…
CULLURELLI
typical salty donuts of
grown pasta.
Ingredients
(indicative dose): 3 kg
of hard wheat flour,
1 cube of brewer’s
yeast, 30 gr of salt, warm water q.b., frying oil.
Preparation. Pour on the pastry the flour; practice
a hole in the centre, add the yeast dissolved in some
warm water, salt and start kneading, adding water
q. b., until you get a soft and smooth dough (you
need to knead so much to get a good result); let it
rest in a cool, dry place until it doubles in volume
(2/3 hours).
When the dough is well-ground, place a large frying
pan on the fire, pour the oil and bring it to the right
temperature; as soon as it is ready, take a ball of
pasta and with your fingers, practice a hole in the
centre and begin to slip, that is to give the shape
of the cullurello (donut); throw it in hot oil and fry,
taking care to turn it on both sides.
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TRIPE AND POTATOES
Ingredients: 1 kg of
bovine tripe, 500 ml
of tomato sauce, ½
red onion, 1 clove of
garlic, ½ celery stalk, 2
calabrese chilli, 2 bay
leaves, 1 glass of white
wine, extra virgin olive oil and 4- 5 potatoes.
Preparation. Wash carefully the tripe, leaving to
soak for a whole night with water and bicarbonate;
then boil it in salt water and, when it is cooked, cut it
into rough pieces; prepare a beat with onion, garlic,
celery, chillies and fry for a couple of minutes. Join
the tripe and make it brown; pour the wine and let
it blur; add the tomato paste and potatoes cut into
pieces, adjust salt and let go low and half-covered
pot for an abundant hour, mixing from time to time.
At the end of cooking, the sauce will have to be
dense and full and the tripe soft, but not unsteady.
Serve with a grated cheese sprinkle.
MULINGIANE CHJNE (Stuffed eggplants)
Stuffed eggplants are a peasant recipe in which
hard wheat bread is used, bathed in little water.
Ingredients: 8/10 eggplants, 400 grams of hard
bread, 4/5 eggs, 50 gr grated pecorino cheese, 1
clove of garlic, a handful of basil, salt, q.b., extra
virgin olive oil to fry q.b.
For the sauce: 500 gr tomato paste, 1 clove garlic,
½ onion, 50 ml extra virgin olive oil or q.b., basil to
taste, salt q.b.
Preparation. Let’s start preparing the sauce: in a
pot pour the garlic and the onion cut into pieces,
add the tomato paste, salt and before finishing the
cooking add basil leaves.
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Let’s take the eggplants: boil the water in a pot big
enough, wash them, cut the stem and divide it into
two for the length, empty them and cut into cubes
the obtained pulp. When the water bubbles put the
eggplants and the pulp, cook for about 5 minutes so
that they soften, drain and keep them in cold water,
it will serve both to cool and to remove a little bitter,
typical of eggplant. When they are cold place them
open in a dish and dust the boats with little salt up.
Squeeze the pulp with your hands. Put stale bread
in a bowl with water, until it is soft to squeeze it.
Mix in a bowl, softened bread, eggplant cubes, eggs,
pecorino cheese, minced garlic, crushed basil, salt,
mix with your hands, and fill the eggplants. Pour
the oil into a large frying pan when it is hot, fry first
on the filling side and then on the peel; when they
are cooked to take off and lay on the kitchen paper
to absorb the excess oil. Spread a few tablespoons
of sauce on a baking tray, place the eggplants, cover
with other sauce, grated pecorino cheese and some
basil leaves, put into a 160° hot oven for 10 to 15
minutes.
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Source and drinking water
With the footpaths funded by the Rural Development
Plan of the Calabria Region, for the recovery and
enhancement of the territory, there
has been the upgrading of the rural
fountains and drinking water still
in use by “terravecchiesi”. There are
numerous natural springs used for
water supply in the town and for
refining the herds. Some of these
fountains are fed by underground
streams of spring
water. In the past,
people went to
the springs with
donkeys or mules,
on which two to
four barrels filled
with water were loaded. Often
the women were busy carrying
barrels filled with water from
the weight of 15 to 20 pounds.

PAPANICÒLA SOURCE
Length: 1.16 km. Travel time: 45 minutes on foot; 10
by car and 20 minutes by bike.
Located in the East of Terravecchia on the slopes
facing the Ionian coast, it is easy to access by Via 1st
May and also through an old mule track with stone
and cobbles that leaves from the town.
Description
Riding in bicycle or walking from the old town to
the Papanicóla naturalistic area.
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When crossing the town centre, take the crossroad
that from Via Martiri of Hungary goes to the Pruija
archaeological park, after about 600 m, turn left
onto the downhill road leading to the source,
refreshing with the water overflowing from the
cannulas of the source.

SOURCE OF SANTA MARIA
Length: 1.75 km Travel time: 25 minutes on foot; 7 by
car and 12 minutes by bike.
Located in the South of Terravecchia, near the
Sanctuary of Santa Maria, you can easily access
the link road that from the town centre, it goes
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to the valley of River Nicà. Drinking water source
for refreshing and enjoying the freshness of the
valley. The structure is made up of a main body,
representing the water capture artifact and a small
storage tank.
Description
Itinerary from the Provincial Road 260 leads to the
Santa Maria source. Turning around the town on
Via San Giovanni, in the direction going to the plain
of Fiume Nicà, after about 1 km turn right, taking
the downhill road leading to the Sanctuary and
lower to the source.

FONTE JISTERNA
Travel time: 40 minutes on foot, 10 by car and 15
minutes by bike.
Located in the South of Terravecchia, it is easy to
access the connecting road from the town centre
to the valley of Fiume Nicà. Its drinking water is
used by breeders to treat herds and farmers for the
countryside.
Two bodies fabricate the structure: a building with
tank function and a large tank served by a source;
there is the classic slotted slide used in the past by
our grandmothers as a wash.
Description
From the crossroads
between Via San Giovanni
and the road leading to
the Sanctuary, continuing
towards the valley, in the
direction of Fiume Nicà,
after about 3 km on the
right you can enter the
square in front of the
source Jisterna.
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A look on the Gulf of Taranto
Terravecchia is an authentic
belvedere at 472 meters
above sea level. During
the last world conflict, a
contingent artillery militia
had settled in the highest
part of the town to control
the seafront from Taranto
to Punta Alice and the Sila
road.
The military used a traffic
light for the reports,
so that even today, the
terravecchiesi define that
campsite with the dialectal
place of u semafuru (traffic
light).

HOUSES FOR SALE

Lack of work on-site and emigration have
produced not only the depopulation of the
town, but also a new
phenomenon: the sale of
houses. A touristic tour to
Terravecchia can also be
an opportunity to think
of buying a property and
transforming it into the
house of your vacation.
The beautiful Jonio Sea, as well as seeing it from
above, is only 8 kilometers away…
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